Scholarship Support Fund
Sanjan Nagar Public Education Trust (SNPET)
SNPET is a tax exempted public trust working towards sustained education
innovation with social responsibility and high outcomes for the under privileged. It is
the only IB PYP authorized school for the most deserving in Pakistan. We are
committed to providing excellence in education for a peaceful and productive
Pakistan. We cater for 15 years of exceptional learning from pre-school to grade XII.
Branding of SNPET - Through the eyes and experiences of its Key Stakeholders
What the STUDENTS say about the SNPET…

1. Midhat Fazal Class of 2014.
“I am currently away from Sanjan Nagar for a one year program in USA under
iEARN/YES student exchange; although at Sanjan Nagar I was grade 9th student
here I am placed in grade 11! This could not have been possible without the
grooming I received in Sanjan Nagar in academics, tolerance, respect for all and
passion to learn”
2. Attiya Anwar Class of 2007.
“Sanjan Nagar has been my home a nurturing nursery for critical thinking, creativity
and values of a good citizen; after 12 years at Sanjan Nagar and 4 years of a double
degree in science and education I am proudly teaching my next generation at the
same school; I have indeed come a full circle”
3. Saba Ali Class of 2008
“It has taught me to sing, excel in sports and expression – as I am completing my final year of
medicine at Fatima Jinnah Medical College Lahore I keep thinking of how I shall craft my
giving back to the school which was an extended home! So proud to be a Sanjan Nagarian! “.

4 . Saba Sheikh – A Journey with No Looking Back!
“My name is Saba Sheikh. I have recently done my intermediate from Sanjan Nagar Public
Education Higher Secondary School. I have seen many people in life, fighting to attain good
opportunities which could help them in making their future better and bright but not all of them
succeed in doing so. My school, Sanjan Nagar, is the first and last institute I ever have been
to so far in my life and is truly the only hope in my life as well.
A single institute cannot provide all these facilities but I have been fortunate to be associated
with Sanjan Nagar. It has been a journey with no looking back but ahead so far. I have
participated in many competitions and have won certificates and shields which always make
me and my parents feel proud of”.

5. Sadia Khan’s Transformation through Education
Sadia Khan’s Transformation through Education- Class of 2006
Calling myself revolutionary wouldn‟t be an exaggeration for me, it is the quality of Sanjan
Nagar. The world around me changed and the clouds of illiteracy withered away. Sanjan
Nagar sparkled like a diamond in the sky, its rays penetrated me, its warm and gentle arms
held me like my mother through my entire journey of learning.
–

Sadia Khan’s family hails from Swat . Her family village is in Matta, Swat; she has just
graduated with a double degree BA. B.Ed

6. Sarah Wazir – Sanjan Nagar, a School of Great Dignity
Sanjan Nagar a school of great dignity and good organization, a place for intellectuals, helped
me a lot in searching “who I am”.
I Sarah Wazir entered into Sanjan Nagar as a student of 11th grade. I learned the honesty, hard
work, self-sufficiency and with the guidance of my respected teachers. I was always treated well
by my teachers and principal. They directed me at every step. I can say very confidently that
Sanjan Nagar polished my hidden skills.
7. A Mother’s Views about the Sanjan Nagar Experience 2012
“There was a huge difference like the difference between earth and sky. If I put them in common
schools then they won‟t have what they have now even with the fee..
The children of this school have everything. They are confident that they can answer any question
even if they have not read from a book. They talk with openness. Children talk about their rights.
We are happy but sometimes others (like my in laws) complain. My daughters say „We are taught to
speak for our rights”.

8. Head Teacher, Ms. Raheela Akram
I have been fortunate enough to work with a unique institution imparting quality education. For
replicating SNPET has always been a demand of the parents .We need a complete package and a
complete plan step wise which is thoughtfully designed and is aligned to the mission so that we don‟t
lose its quality and basic essence and philosophy and I would love be a part of its core team to
replicate SNPET with all the financial and administrative support.

SNPET needs your Generous Support as a friend and partner for sponsoring our
students in need.

Sponsorship Options:
Sanjan Nagar School System offers various sponsorship options to their highly valued
friends and partners.
You have the option to sponsor any desired number of children for high quality learning:
Sponsorship packages:
 Annually per child
US $ 360
 …..……………… PKR 36,000 
 Five Years per child
US $ 1800  ………..………… PKR 180,000 
 Sponsor 12 Years per child; Become A Life Time Friend:
US $ 4320
PKR 432,000 
I want to sponsor ____ student/s for One year  Five years  Twelve years 
Branding option provided by Sanjan Nagar Public Education Trust for sponsoring company /
family.


A dedicated plaque at the school (For Life Time Friend sponsoring for 12
years)

All donations/cheques must be made in favor of “Sanjan Nagar Public Education Trust”
Or may be transferred directly to SNPET:

PKR A/c No. 18-4187504-01
Standard Chartered Bank. The Main Mall Road Branch Lahore:
Branch Code:074
SWIFT Code: SCBLPKKX IBAN # PK15SCBL0000018418750401

US $:

SNPET $ USD
A/c No. 05-4187504-79
Standard Chartered Bank. The Main Mall Road Branch Lahore
Branch Code:074
IBAN: PK08SCBL0000105418750479

For any further details / information please contact
Mr. Gulbaz Ahmed: Manager Marketing & Compliance SNPET
Head Office: 13, Zafar Ali Road Gulberg V, Lahore, Pakistan.
Email: snpetcoordinator@yahoo.com
Tel: (92) (42) 35716784 Cell: 0301 4232466
Website: www.snpet.org

